Y-151 Seal

Highlights

Temporary textile identification system

Prints, cuts & seals in one step 11 Colours of Thermo-Seal® tape User friendly
No solvents required, operator and environment friendly

Speeds marking
Helps prevent sorting errors
Reduces sorting labour

Thermo-Seal® tape rolls

Colour coded tags make sorting shirts a simple task.
Shirts can be sorted into movable transporters or
numbered rail clips right off the folder or finishing unit,
reducing the amount of labour required.
Labels print clearly, adhere firmly, and yet peel off easily.
Label length adjusts automatically to match number of
characters!
Store… day… week…
lot… bundle

thermopatch.com

The Thermo-Seal® tag gives positive lot control to prevent
costly, time consuming mix-ups and lost garments. Large,
clearly printed letters and numerals make sorting easier.
Four to twelve characters are set in seconds for any code.
The tape, available in eleven solid colors, allows you to
combine the color code with your printed code to make
sorting even easier and faster.
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Easy maintenance

This tape is specifically made for all Thermo-Seal®
temporary marking machines. The eleven colours are
orange, yellow, red, grey, lavender, white, green, pink,
blue, gold and tan.
Adheres to cottons, poly/cotton blends, loose weave
polyester and wools.
Thermoflags® tags
Where Thermo-Seal® tape can not be applied directly to
the garment, apply tape to a Thermoflags® tag and staple
or pin to garment. Available in white.
Ink ribbon cartridge #RC2410-15
This cartridge features black indelible ink ribbon that
prints sharply and cleanly on Thermo-Seal® tape rolls.
Print stays clear and legible through laundering, dry
cleaning and finishing operations. The ink cartridge is very
simple to snap into place.

A user friendly display

Specifications: For technical details please see our Specifications leaflet which can be downloaded from our website at www.thermopatch.com
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